4405 West 6th Avenue
Vancouver, British Columbia
Customizations made to the house as follows:

• Suquet Interiors fireplace mantel in the family room
• California closets
• Wainscotting on the 2nd and 3rd floor
• Glass roof over the balcony on the 3rd floor
• Built-in cabinets on the 3rd floor office/den
• Schonbek crystal chandelier in master bathroom over soaker tub
• Schonbek crystal lighting leading to the vanity on the main floor
• Dimmer switches throughout
• Greenhouse
• Pond in the back garden
• Built-in cabinets in the garage
• Two bears in the front garden and boulevard were carved in China and
are sculpted from black marble
• The statues sculpted by Nathan Scott www.sculpturebynathanscott.com

"Grandma'' sitting on the bench is the artist's grandmother in-law.

Bench that Grandma is sitting on was also created by Nathan Scott
"Kaleb" the little boy on the boulevard is the artist's son
"Harvey" the gardener in the back garden
"Acacia" the little girl holding the flower in the back garden
"Huck" the little fisherman in the back garden

Sculptures by Nathan Scott
Nathan was born and raised in Victoria, British Columbia in a military family. In
high school he had a keen interest in mechanics and after graduation he moved
to the Yukon Territories where he worked as an aircraft engineer. He ultimately
returned to Victoria where he found a lost love for art and began working with a
muralist. From there he pursued sculpture wherein he created a life sized
gardener made of concretre and sold 7 in his first show. He decided to pursue a
career as a sculptre in both public and private art.
Nathan's most well known pieces are of Terry Fox (Mile O) in Victoria, British
Columbia, The Homecoming, which is a sculpture commemorating the 100th
Anniversay of the Canadian Navy displayed in downtown Victoria and The
Bench People in Sidney, British Columbia.
Most of Nathan's sculptures reflect his love for people, young and old,
interacting with their particular situations and surroundings.
T hrough his
sculptures, Nathan hopes to take you back to a simpler life of days gone by with
loved ones, family and friends.
Nathan and his family now reside in Merrit, British Columbia.

